Purpose -To discuss a new parallel algorithmic platform (minlp_machine) for complex mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problems. Design/methodology/approach -The platform combines features from classical non-linear optimization methodology with novel innovations in computational techniques. The system constructs discrete search zones around noninteger discrete-valued variables at local solutions, which simplifies the local optimization problems and reduces the search process significantly. In complicated problems fast feasibility restoration may be achieved through concentrated Hessians. The system is programmed in strict ANSI C and can be run either stand alone or as a support library for other programs. File I/O is designed to recognize possible usage in both single and parallel processor environments. The system has been tested on Alpha, Sun and Linux mainframes and parallel IBM and Cray XT4 supercomputer environments. The constrained problem can, for example, be solved through a sequence of first order Taylor approximations of the non-linear constraints and feasibility restoration utilizing Hessian information of the Lagrangian of the MINLP problem, or by invoking a nonlinear solver like SQP directly in the branch and bound tree. minlp_machine( ) has been tested as a support library to genetic hybrid algorithm (GHA). The GHA(minlp_machine) platform can be used to accelerate the performance of any linear or non-linear node solver. The paper introduces a novel multicomputer partitioning of the discrete search space of genuine MINLP-problems. Findings -The system is successfully tested on a small sample of representative MINLP problems. The paper demonstrates that -through concurrent nonlinear branch and bound search -minlp_machine( ) outperforms some recent competing approaches with respect to the number of nodes in the branch and bound tree. Through parallel processing, the computational complexity of the local optimization problems is reduced considerably, an important aspect for practical applications. Originality/value -This paper shows that binary-valued MINLP-problems will reduce to a vector of ordinary non-linear programming on a suitably sized mesh. Correspondingly, INLP-and ILP-problems will require no quasi-Newton steps or simplex iterations on a compatible mesh.
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Introduction
Mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problems occur abundantly in economics and engineering. For example, in multi-period firm planning both discrete and continuous-valued variables are mostly encountered when contemplating investment decisions -a factory is built or not, eventhough its financing may involve a continuous-valued monetary spectrum (Ö stermark et al., 2000) . Risk assessment of the firm as a generic multiperiod decision system -quantification of its risk surface -involves a MINLP formulation as a basis for Monte Carlo analysis.
MINLP methods can be classified according to their use of specific non-linear programming (NLP) relaxations and MILP specializations. Grossmann and Kravanja (1997) present a unified representation of MINLP methods, where it is shown that the currently known classical MINLP methods fall into one of three categories (Duran and Grossmann, 1986) . First, MINLP-problems can be solved through tree enumeration, where a relaxed NLP-problem is solved in each node of the branch and bound tree. As will be shown in the current paper, concurrent processing can simplify and effectivate tree enumeration strategies significantly. Second, some algorithms produce a sequence of mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problems ultimately converging to the optimal solution (Westerlund et al., 1998) . Finally, a sequence of LP/NLP-based branch and bound search with relaxed NLP-problems can be used, where additional upper and lower bounds are added for the discrete variables y j during the branching process, possibly utilizing early branching strategies (Leyffer, 2001; Quesada and Grossmann, 1992) . Alternative approaches to discrete and continuous problem solving are provided by logic-based methods and artificial intelligence-based techniques applying sophisticated methods of logical inference (Grossmann and Biegler, 2004; Méndez et al., 2006) . The choice of any particular algorithm naturally is intimately connected to the characteristics of the MINLP problem at issue. The advances in parallel supercomputing will have a decisive impact on the future development of efficient algorithms for MINLP-problems as noted in, for example Grossmann and Biegler (2004) . Encouraging evidence on parallel solution of large-scale MINLP-problems is presented in Goux and Leyffer (2002) .
In this study, we discuss important extensions of the new geno-mathematically driven algorithmic multicomputer platform -minlp_machine( ) -for MINLP problems (Ö stermark, 2007) , where different categories of algorithms can be efficiently integrated and their performance accelerated. The standard MINLP is formulated as follows: minimize f ðx; yÞ s:t: g i ðx; yÞ # 0; i ¼ 1; . . . ; m x [ X; y [ Z ;
f(x,y) and g i (x,y), i ¼ 1, . . . , m are non-linear continuously differentiable functions defined on the set X < Z. X is real-valued and Z is discrete. Minlp_machine ( ) is a flexible platform where alternative approaches can be combined for integrated monitoring and improvement of mathematical programming algorithms. The zone search idea introduced in Ö stermark (2007) is novel and can accelerate the problem solving process significantly. We present a unifying framework enabling, Concurrent processing of MINLP for example the use of MILP-sequences or relaxed NLP-sequences in the branch and bound tree. The framework supports user-specific algorithms to be incorporated in the system if desired. Minlp_machine( ) can be executed standalone or as a support library for the genetic hybrid algorithm (GHA, Ö stermark, 2003) . The main components of GHA are discussed in Ö stermark (2009). Some encouraging evidence on the performance of GHA on larger problems as well as on non-convex problems is provided in Ö stermark (1999a, b, 2002a, b) . Further evidence on GHA as a monitor for vector-valued time series algorithms is provided in Ö stermark (2009) . In the present study, the multi-computer features of minlp_machine( ) presented in Ö stermark (2003, 2007) are extended to explicitly cope with the Cartesian search space inherent in a genuine MINLP-problem. We show that the original optimization problem is significantly reduced and simplified when distributing the search space over the mesh. The testing is carried out on the massively parallel Cray XT supercomputer at the Center of Scientific Computing (CSC) in Helsinki. Cray XT4 belongs to the group of the top 500 parallel supercomputers in the world (www.top500.org/, December 2007). The Cray XT supercomputer as of September 2008 consists of two parts, XT4 and XT5. The XT4 part consists of 1,012 and the XT5 part of 1,344 quad-core AMD Opteron processors, totalling 9,424 compute cores. The clock rate of the processors is 2.3 GHz. In general, the amount of memory is 1 GB per core but 384 cores of XT4 and 768 cores of XT5 have 2 GB per core. The total amount of memory is 10.3 TB. The computer environment currently has a theoretical peak performance of more than 86,000 billion floating point operations per second.
The GHA[minlp_machine( )] platform
Minlp_machine( ) can be used to solve the MINLP-problem iteratively or non-iteratively, depending on the solver connected to the system (the Appendix). The system will duly recognize linear and nonlinear parts of the problem. The linear gradient information is always exact and should be duly recognized in any nonlinear optimization algorithms as well . Minlp_machine( ) has facilities to explicitly recognize sparse gradient and Hessian computations, an important feature when connecting algorithms like for example SNOPT of Gill et al. (2007) to the platform. A system file is loaded with the parametric changes (number of new rows, new columns and new discrete variables) needed to augment the linear problem with non-linear elements. The interface to the optimization system is implemented via a set of key functions ( f_function( ), g_function( ), f_gradient( ), g_gradient( ), g_hessian( ), add_row( ), add_minlp( )) that in turn may contain void pointers to application specific structures. These functions are invoked in key positions of the algorithm, depending on the problem formulation (non-linear or linear), enabling the connection to external programs or the design of problem-specific algorithms from scratch. For example, a Taylor approximation of the non-linear model may be defined in a separate user level function (add_minlp( )) utilizing the information on the original problem size as well as the non-linear amendments. Since add_minlp( ) is invoked at each major iteration of minlp_machine( ), the user interface itself can contain a tailor-made mathematical programming algorithm. Through the interface functions, the system can be connected to any form of input data for the problem at hand. The original non-linear model can be defined in separate user level functions for the objective and the constraint set. Either numerical (Dennis and Schnabel, 1983) or analytical (sparse) gradient and Hessian information can be utilized. Calculation of the Hessian is concentrated to those dimensions for which second order information exists, a valuable K 38,6 feature in for example sequential quadratic programming algorithms for nonlinear problems. The MINLP-problem can be solved either using the linearized model in ordinary MILP-search -improved by occasional second order Lagrangian conjugate steps -or using sequential quadratic programming solvers or any suitable nonlinear solver in the branch and bound tree based on the original non-linear specification. An external MINLP-solver, possibly utilizing its own branch and bound tree or any other solution process (for example a trust region technique), can be activated directly, bypassing the branch-and-bound process of minlp_machine( ). This is enabled by separate iteration flags for linear/nonlinear/minlp-processing within minlp_machine( ).
The branch and bound algorithm has been tested using the FSQP algorithm of Lawrence et al. (1997) , DNCONG( ) of IMSL (1987) , the MPBNGC-algorithm Version 3.1 (Haarala et al., 2007) , the NLPQLP-algorithm of Schittkowski (2007) -a significantly upgraded version of DNCONG( ) -and SNOPT of Gill et al. (2007) as non-linear solvers for minlp_machine( ) on the Unix and Linux main frame computers.
The MPBNGC-algorithm is based on the bundle method and specifically designed for non-smooth, non-convex optimization problems. NLPQLP is used in hundreds of academic and commercial projects all around the world. NLPQLP can solve nonlinear problems with up to 60 million nonlinear constraints and is therefore a potential solver for high performance computing problems within the scope of GHA. However, the computer-implementations of these algorithms may somewhat constrain their use for large-scale MINLP-problems in practical applications. Numerical problems may emerge from the quadratic programming algorithms connected to the solvers. We have therefore also connected the SNOPT-algorithm of Gill et al. (2007) to minlp_machine( ), fully utilizing its sparse matrix algebra for large-scale optimization problems. The sparse matrix algebra in the SNOPT-code of Gill et al. extends the scope for problem solving considerably. Any commercial or noncommercial solvers can be incorporated in the platform or a problem-specific solver designed as needed.
The MILP-solver of minlp_machine( ) works basically as a branch and bound algorithm, using any available LP-solver. Currently, three LP-solvers have been connected to the algorithm: the DDLPRS( )-routine of IMSL (1987) , the LP_SOLVE-package and -in order to implement zone-constrained cuts (ZCC) in the MILP-search -a sparse bound flipping dual (BFD) algorithm lpr( ) based on the ideas in Taha (1982) , Bradley et al. (1977) and Maros (2003) . Lpr( ) was programmed in strict ANSI C and compiled on the SUN, ALPHA and LINUX main frame computers atÅ bo Akademi University and the massively parallel supercomputers IBM SP and Cray XT at the CSC in Helsinki.
The distinguishing features of the BFD algorithm of Maros (2003) are:
. in one iteration it can make progress equivalent to many traditional dual iterations;
. using proper data structures it can be implemented efficiently so that an iteration requires hardly more work than the traditional pivot method;
. its effectiveness increases with the number of bounded variables present -a typical situation occurring down in the branch and bound tree;
. it has inherently better numerical stability because it can create a large flexibility in finding a pivot element; and .
it can cope with degeneracy as it can bypass dual degenerate vertices more easily than the traditional pivot procedures.
Concurrent processing of MINLP
Lpr( ), minlp_machine( ) and supergha( ) are compiled as separate libraries and can be used standalone or as a powerful joint resource kit for user defined problems on sequential and parallel computers. Minlp_machine( ) is a highly flexible platform for difficult programming problems. The most important new ideas are the discrete search zones and the ZCC included in the MILP-search and the parallel solution of MINLP-problems (Ö stermark, 2007) . The discrete search zones can be imposed at a predetermined depth of the branch and bound tree. From that level on, a search zone is formed from the discrete elements of a non-terminal node i as follows:
, where y * is the discrete sub-vector of the optimal solution at the current node. In lower levels of the tree, the search zone is further reduced until convergence. In practice, if the search zone is imposed prematurely, the true optimal solution may be cut off from the search tree. The empirical tests presented subsequently indicate, however, that in many problems the depth at which the search zone is imposed is non-critical. Furthermore, as shown below, prematurely imposed search zones frequently yield near-optimal approximations, which is sufficient in many real-world problems where processing time is a critical factor, for example online portfolio management systems.
The usage of minlp_machine( ) in linear/non-linear mathematical programming problems is illustrated in the Appendix.
A generic multiprocessor infrastructure for GHA[minlp_machine( )]
GHA has flexible job-list management routines and generic communication functions with possibilities to node clustering to support estimation problems involving multiple representations. Cluster environments formed by a grid of heterogenous computers (comparable to node specific tasks supported by GHA) and connected by generic networks have been successful in solving large parallel programs (Foster and Kesselman, 1999; Yero and Henriques, 2007) . Ultimately, the generic communication functions invoke a few low-level functions based on the MPI-protocol, the current dominant model for parallel scientific programming. This programming model has persisted because it is expressive and guarantees the best performance (Snir et al., 1998; Gursoy and Kale, 2004) . The low-level functions are encapsulated by a few interface routines located in a separate system file. Thus, possible switching to other protocols in the future is significantly facilitated. The parallel infrastructure of GHA is presented in Ö stermark (2003) .
The potential for geno-mathematical programming may be significantly increasedboth with respect to accuracy and speed -with suitable parallel supercomputer architectures (Lim et al., 2007) . For example, Beaumont and Bradshaw (1995) used a distributed parallel genetic algorithm implemented on a cluster of RISC workstations to successfully estimate a stochastic growth model. Massively parallel connectionist models such as artificial neural networks represent a particularly interesting but complex research domain for concurrent processing. The topic has attracted scientific research for a long time (Zhang et al., 1990; Tosic, 2004) . The ambition in any multiprocessor architecture is to minimize communication overhead to achieve scalability (Gorriz et al., 2004) . The traditional approach to parallel processing of genetic algorithms is to distribute independent parts of the algorithm over the mesh. For example, Bethke (1976) distributed a global population over the mesh and conducted a partial exchange of individuals in successive generations, achieving near-linear speedup. An alternative is to evaluate the same individual simultaneously in several fitness cases (Tufte and Haddow, 1999) .
The key elements of the parallel infrastructure for GHA are presented below (Ö stermark, 2002a) . We denote the starting solution vector and its corresponding objective function value by start and the best node level solution vector along with the corresponding objective function value by best. The GHA is denoted by gha( ). The sub-layer is monitored by a super-layer that can divide the mesh into clusters when processing multiple representations. For example, when modelling time series processes with competing models, the tasks can be included in a job list controlled by the root processor. The root processor distributes the tasks corresponding to the various representations to node clusters operating concurrently on different representations (e.g. time series algorithms). The nodes may fine tune their own parameterizations according to their position in the mesh. In Ö stermark (2002b) a super-structure was introduced in GHA, allowing parametric search at the super level and subsequent optimization at the lower level, given the current parameterization. The superstructure was successfully tested with the parallel supercomputers at CSC (Cray T3E, IBM, and Cray XT4).
We have included an early stopping rule in GHA that is activated if MESH_SIZE . 1 (otherwise we would be running on a single computer or work station). If any processor finds an optimal (or satisfactory) solution, it sends an asynchronic interrupt message to all processors. All processors probe asynchronically for possible incoming interrupt messages at each major iteration of the nonlinear optimization algorithm. If a message has arrived, all processors return from their computation and send their current results to the root. The root receives the results from the processor, ranks them and considers whether to proceed or to stop and sends a corresponding synchronic signal to the mesh.
Because of the early stopping rule, we can minimize idle time in the local processors. Some processors may tamper with inappropriate parametric settings and may therefore interrupt their processing and return to further processing only if better conditions will be provided by the root or the corresponding cluster root. It is safe to say that -due to the early stopping rule, the processor solving the problem fastest gives the true measure of the complexity of the problem in the parallel setting. The local solver doing the computations, for example MPBNGC (Haarala et al., 2007) NLPQLP (Schittkowski, 2007) , FSQP or SNOPT (Gill et al., 2007) , would certainly benefit form asynchronic probing periodically. We have implemented that capability in the implementation of the dual Simplex method of Maros (2003) .
PSEUDOCODE FOR PARALLEL GHA (Steps 1-5 constitute one Monte Carlo iteration, mesh refers to the set of processors, appropriate initializations are not written explicitly. The super layer is not included in this exposition): (1) Instead of communicating the current solution to node 0 it could be appended, for example, to a global status file, periodically screened and compressed by one or more nodes (cluster roots) in the mesh. The infrastructure is not irrevocably locked to the pure elitist selection principle.
Step 4 may be generalized in various ways (Ö stermark, 2002b Send a desired subset of POP, i.e. SUB_POP to node 0; Receive a partition of the new POP from node 0 for further processing; } This construct may also be applied to the possible cluster roots. Further generalizations are conceivable, as the nodes may need to send and receive instructions/status information dynamically during the problem-solving process. The problem specific communication systems can be included in one or more of the interface modules of GHA. Mostly, such amendments will involve explicit load balancing and a significant increase in communication overhead. Load balancing and scalability are dependent on the characteristics of the current problem (Kalinov and Lastovetsky, 2001) . Since each processor is provided with maximal node intelligence within the GHA-framework, inter-nodal communication represents a vanishing portion of total time absorbance in problems with independent computational blocks distributed over the mesh. In this context, node intelligence refers to the computational algorithms and tools delivered to each node. If all nodes are provided with the same program and the available support libraries, then their intelligence is maximized K 38,6 within the computational framework. A significant portion of communication overhead is avoided by allowing the nodes to think for themself, possibly coupled with direct file I/O for parameter and data retrieval. In the subsequent tests the work load for each processor is set indirectly through the parametric settings of GHA. The number of function evaluations is tentatively fixed for each problem. By dividing this number evenly over the mesh, we may check for the scalability of GHA in solving some empirical estimation problems (Amdahl, 1967) .
The infrastructure is flexible and supports node specific task settings. For example, each node may solve the same optimization problem with different parametric settings (genetic operators, methodology, etc.). Furthermore, node specific methodologies may be applied, where the solution techniques applied may be changed during the solution process. As an alternative, a simple multiplexer device can be constructed to provide each cluster/node with different tasks. For example, the optimization function might be node specific when solving multi-objective programming problems (Ö stermark, 2002a) or time series estimation problems involving mixture densities. On the other hand, if the problem is separable, then the solution vector might be decomposed into sub-vectors dedicated to predefined node clusters. The GHA-framework allows distributing fit individuals (for example according to the elitist strategy) implicitly over the whole mesh: the root periodically receives the current best solution (or a small set of them) from the individual nodes/cluster roots and returns the overall best solution(s) to the mesh. Each cluster or sub-cluster of nodes incorporates these supreme individuals in its population according to the rules prevailing in that particular cluster or subset of nodes. Each node may determine its role (for example, centre or not) from its node ID and correspondingly determine how to recognize the supreme individuals delivered from the root. The generic communication functions of GHA allow, for example, mimicking the fine-grained distributed populations model -the diffusion model - (Eklund, 2004) or a coarse-grained model -the island model (Tanese, 1989) depending on the characteristics of the numerical problem.
Cartesian distribution of the MINLP on parallel processors
In genuine MINLP-problems, we have a set of n I discrete variables with the corresponding boundaries ½LB; UB i ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n I along with a set of n x real-valued variables. With parallel processors and a working communication infrastructure available, we want to split the discrete search space into suitable Cartesian combinations for the individual processors. If a priori knowledge of the solution structure is available, a suitable subspace of the original solution space may be distributed to the mesh, enabling tighter bounds for the individual processors.
The discrete search space contains:
Cartesian combinations, where V ¼ {v 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v G V } and R ¼ {r 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r G R } denote, respectively, the non-overlapping nonempty partitions of the variable indexes (V) and the value range (R) of the variables within the nonempty closed interval [LB, UB] and the operator C( ) returns the cardinality of its argument. The meta-grid {G V ,G R } contains the partitioning of (V, R). A complete split will assign Concurrent processing of MINLP VxR/M unique Cartesian combinations to each processor, where M is the size of the mesh. Proposition 1. Let {n I ; M } denote, respectively, the dimension of the discrete variables in the MINLP-problem and the number of available parallel processors. Let {V, R} denote the non-overlapping nonempty partition of the variable indexes and the value range of the variables within the nonempty closed interval [LB, UB] and let {G V , G R } denote the meta-grid containing {V, R}. The value range R is assumed equal over all variables. The Cartesian combinations in the meta-grid {G V , G R } are given by:
where the operator C( ) returns the cardinality of its argument. Define the Cartesian combinations in the discrete search space for processor p k as: 
ð2:6Þ
For example, assume a genuine MINLP-problem containing n I ¼ 6 discrete variables, all with the same boundaries [LB, UB]
The discrete interval [LB, UB] has the cardinality Cð½LB; UBÞ ¼ ðUB 2 LB þ 1Þ. Thus, the discrete subspace contains ðUB 2 LB þ 1Þ n i ¼ 9 6 ¼ 531; 441 Cartesian combinations, a subset of which may perhaps be doomed out by impossibility based on a priori information. This discrete subspace may be split into a grid formed by the available parallel processors. Assuming, for example M ¼ 9, the processors may be assigned to the meta-grid
, where the three groups of variables are defined by the set V ¼ < G V i¼1 V i ; {{1; 2}; {3; 4}; {5; 6}} and correspondingly the three groups of boundary limits by the set R ¼ < G R i¼1 R i ; {½0; 2; ½3; 5; ½6; 8}. Each grid cell contains three variables within three ranges extracted by the cardinality operator C( ). See Table I for a case of 3 £ 3 grid.
Processor p k is assigned a unique sequence G V of meta-grid cells such that its base cell k in the meta-grid is selected from the corresponding column, whereas all other columns are included over all ranges. Each meta-grid base cell k covers CðR i Þ CðV j Þ ¼ 3 2 Cartesian combinations and each meta-grid column C <
combinations. The number of Cartesian combinations in the discrete search space for processor p k then amounts to:
For example, processor 0 would be assigned a discrete search space with: 
Cartesian combinations. With M ¼ 9 processors, the mesh in total would cover the full range of 9 * 59,049 ¼ 531,441 Cartesian combinations. Hence, the discrete search space for each processor is 1/M ¼ 1/9 of the full space. If the discrete variables are binary, we may use the binary code translation of each processor directly as a section of its boundaries. If the number of processors is sufficient, then any binary-valued MINLP simplifies to a vector of reduced node specific NLPs in which the binary vector n I is cancelled out. For example, assume that the current MINLP has n I ¼ 8 and that the problem is consistent. We then have 2 8 ¼ 256 Cartesian combinations of binaries, of which at least one is included in the optimum. Each processor in the mesh has a decimal ID, starting from the root processor (0). Using binary coding, we may transform the node id from decimal to binary very quickly, for example node 11 would have the unique binary code 00001011 in our 8 bit alphabet, therefore this code would define its LB ¼ UB uniquely and correspondingly reduce its optimization problem to a real-valued NLP. The last processor 255 has the binary code [11111111], therefore LB ¼ UB ¼ [11111111] for the integer-valued subsection of the NLP assigned to this machine. Thus, the original MINLP has turned into a vector of 256 NLPs. If a priori information is available, certain (impossible) binary relaxations may be excluded also here, leaving the corresponding processors free for other duties. We demonstrate in Table III that many MINLP problems indeed are solved as ordinary reduced NLPs, eliminating the need for probing a branch and bound tree.
If the discrete combinations are, we can still reduce the local search space by using a phantom id for the current processor. That is, we divide the huge discrete search space into L ¼ F/M portions, where M . 0 is number of processors available and F ¼ the number of Cartesian combinations in the discrete search space or a large number if the Cartesian combinations are too big for the computer. The phantom id for processor k will be approximately k * L (some minor details need to be recognized in the actual implementation). This phantom id is converted to binary form and next the original box constraints are multiplied by this binary code. This reduces the local search space considerably (the bigger the mesh, the more efficient the reduction) but still does not guarantee reasonably sized trees in huge problems and does not eliminate the problem with partly overlapping local box constraints -in complicated problems, local random starts and (partly) overlapping box constraints may be beneficial of course.
Owing to the binary coding scheme, we can simplify the local problems for the nodes by cancelling out the fixed binaries with corresponding adjustments of the constraints and the objective function. In fact, INLP-and ILP-problems of compatible dimension will only need to be checked for optimality by the mesh, since one or more processors already has the optimal solution through its binary coding without any need for quasi-Newton steps or simplex iterations.
GHA supports processor clustering, whereby the primary communication occurs between the cluster root and the corresponding sub mesh. The administrative work load K 38,6 may be divided evenly between the main root and the cluster roots, to minimize non-computational overhead and non-productive waiting time. The cluster arrangement may also be used to simultaneous parallelization of the MINLP-problem -as in the binary coding scheme above -and of the function evaluations in, e.g. gradient evaluations. For example, assuming 1,024 available processors, a binary MINLP with n I ¼ 8 could be solved by 256 clusters, where each cluster root controls 1,024/256 2 1 ¼ 3 slave processors down the line from processor number 256 up to 1,023. The first 256 processors {0, . . . ,255} can be defined as cluster roots solving their own NLP-variant of the original MINLP-problem. The main root (processor 0) can have three supporting (slave) processors, for example processors 256-258, to conduct parallel evaluations in gradient calculations. In this scheme, cluster root number k [ {0; . . . ; K}, where K ¼ 255, controls the slave processors {K þ 3k þ 1, K þ 3k þ 3}.
Empirical tests 3.1 Comparison between competing algorithms
In Ö stermark (2007) ten problems chosen from the literature were tested with GHA[minlp_machine ]. Seven of them were used in testing the SQP-algorithm of Still and Westerlund (2006) . Four test cases were solved below as linearized MINLP-problems. The remaining six cases were solved directly as MINLP-problems using the FSQP-solver in the branch and bound algorithm of minlp_machine( ). In the current study, a subset of these problems is investigated in depth within the parallel setting. We use the parallel communication facilities of GHA to operate minlp_machine( ) deterministically on all test problems, in order to isolate the effect of parallel processing compared to solving the test problems on a single computer. The problem characteristics are summarized in Table II . The best results are summarized in Table III . The corresponding results obtained with some competing algorithms are presented in Table IV .
In the portfolio problems 1-2, the optimal or a near-optimal solution of minlp_machine( )a considerably smaller number of nodes is needed than by Cplex (Table III and the rightmost column of Table IV) . Interestingly, enough, the smaller portfolio problem is solved by a single node (LP) in one of the 512 processors to a solution ð f * ¼ 21:95124Þ that deviates only 2.06 percent from the global optimum ð f * ¼ 21:99228Þ. a (m, n), number of (rows, columns) in the problem; (n i , n x ), number of (discrete, continuous) valued variables; (m i , m e , m n ), number of linear inequalities, linear equalities and non-linear inequalities Source: The portfolio optimization problem by Manne (1986) The given solver is invoked once for each node of the branch and bound tree. When the LP-solver is used, the non-linear constraints are approximated by first-order Taylor-expansion and occasional conjugate gradient projections onto the feasible space.
c Zone search is an urgency indicator: if ZS ¼ 1 then the discrete zone will be imposed at the specified zone depth but not before a feasible MINLP-solution has been obtained. ZS ¼ 2 indicates that the search zone will always be imposed, beginning at the specified
Zone depth is the level down a path from the root of the branch and bound tree at which the discrete search zone is activated. The zone is imposed at the current node and all its off springs. If desired, the depth at which a particular branch is probed can be constrained (for example, through a non-positive limit ZS , 0). This possibility may be of practical use in huge problems where a satisfactory solution is needed within a reasonable time frame.
e Sharex is a multiperiod portfolio management problem stated as a MILP (Ö stermark and Aaltonen, 1994 The larger number of nodes in the branch and bound tree needed by the single processor minlp_machine( ) for problems 4-5 is affected by the SQP-solver used to generate the results. minlp_machine( ) was run on the Cray_XT supercomputer using FSQP , DNCONG of IMSL (1987) , NLPQLP (Schittkowski, 2007) and the dual simplex algorithm of Maros (2003) . Extensive tests with other algorithms (e.g. SNOPT of Gill et al., 2007) is left for future research.
Conclusions
We present a new powerful algorithm for convex MINLP-problems. Minlp_machine( ) is a flexible tool that can be used as a support engine for GHA, executed stand alone or connected to other systems either directly or indirectly through GHA. Minlp_machine( ) has been compiled and tested on the Sun, Alpha and Linux single processor main frame computers atÅ bo Akademi University and on the IBM and Cray XT parallel supercomputers at the CSC in Helsinki. The system can be linked as a support engine for high performance computing on ordinary as well as parallel supercomputers. Extensive simulation studies of different mathematical programming problems represent an important avenue for future research efforts, where genetic and classical solution techniques can be combined to overcome the difficulties (for example, non-convexities) encountered in practice. We demonstrate that by allocating the discrete search space in MINLP-problems to parallel processors, the complexity of the optimization problem as well as the resulting local branch and bound trees can be significantly reduced. In suitably sized, consistent binary-valued MINLP-problems the optimization problem is transformed into a vector of local NLPs where the branch and bound tree is completely annihilated. Correspondingly, INLP-and ILP-problems will require no quasi-Newton steps or simplex iterations on a compatible mesh. The parallel GHA[minlp_machine ] platform can use any available non-linear solver and -through the accelerator function of GHA -may widen its scope for solving MINLP-problems.
Extensive testing of the parallel GHA(minlp_machine) platform on different problems is needed. Also, the derivation of strategies for splitting the discrete search space in genuine MINLP-problems for simplifying the computational task of parallel processors is an important combinatorial research issue. In this case, the size of the test problem is {m g , n i , n x , K} ¼ {2,1,1,2}. The MINLP-solution ( f * ¼ 22.1961524, y * ¼ 7, x * ¼ 2.732051) is obtained using ten nodes when SGC ¼ 1. If SGC is deactivated, the solution ( f * ¼ 22.1964286, y * ¼ 7, x * ¼ 2.732143) is obtained with ten nodes both using lpr( ) and ddlprs( ) as node solvers. This solution is superoptimal, since it deviates from the feasible space by 0.0003189.
The problem turns, finally, into an NLP by defining n i ¼ 0, n x ¼ 2 in the file minlp_test.in. The optimal solution ( f * ¼ 22.4529404, x * ¼ [6,75 2.984313] ) is obtained in 6 iterations involving the same amount of first order Taylor linearizations.
Solving MINLP-problems with minlp_machine( ) We have connected the FSQP-algorithm of Lawrence et al. (1997 ), DNCONG of IMSL (1987 and NLPQLP of Schittkowski (2007) as a support libraries to minlp_machine( ). Systems (A.2) and (A.3) are readily solved using FSQP as the node solver. The only change needed is to select the node solver FSQP in minlp_test.in. If the MINLP-problem has one or more non-linear objectives, then the parameter m f in minlp_test.sys is set and a user function f_function( ) and -if analytical derivatives are provided -the user functions f_gradient( ) and f_hessian( ) are loaded correspondingly. Because of this, some problems will require an excessive work load as MINLP-test: parametric changes in non-linear stage of MINLP-problem 0 2 0 0 0 0 m f ; m g ; n i,g ; n x,g ; n d,g ; g-inclusion(0¼simultaneous; 1¼sequential; 2 1¼maximal g) 0 5 1 1 nlp-it; minlp-it; g-feasibility(0/1); termination(21/1¼g-feasib, 2 ¼ improvement) 0 1 restore_g; keep LCC 1 2 stable gradient (0/1); h_type(1¼fixed; 2¼variable) 0 0 0 0 Linemethod (1-4); calculate Hessian(0/1); nlp-grad(0¼num/1¼anal);use Taylor(0/1) 
